This paper focuses on the ‘IT’ side of a bring-your-own-device (BYOD) based e-Exam system developed as part of an Australian government funded project. In short, students in the exam room boot their own laptops using a specially crafted USB stick that contains a standardised operating system and application suite. By giving teachers and students access to contemporary software tools we are providing the opportunity to greatly expand the pedagogical landscape of the exam room encouraging more authentic assessment practices. The roles for the ‘Us’ (organisations) and ‘Me’ individuals within the process of running an e-exam are also outlined in order to provide a richer description on the approach.

Introduction
This paper is about the e-Exam solution that has been developed as part of a three year Australian government innovation and development grant (OLT, 2015). The project aims to develop a comprehensive approach to doing ‘authentic’ e-exams using bring-your-own-device (BYOD). The context for the use of our e-Exam solution is the supervised space of the exam room. A key element of the work is to enable authentic forms of assessment. To this end we have designed the solution to allow complex constructed problems that can be addressed using a range of contemporary ‘e-tools of the trade’. We focus the majority of our discussion on the ‘how’ of our solution, however we will touch on the multi-faceted elements that need to be in place including that all stakeholders, including students, teachers, policy makers, leaders and institutional support must be equipped, trained and resourced, But first a little on the ‘why’ of the solution.

The need to computerise examinations
Paper based testing is no longer fit for purpose in many disciplines where a wide range of software tools and information resources are now commonly part of problem solving. We argue that current testing practices and the inertia of current education systems may be hampering the efforts bring about change. Educational research has shown that the concept of ‘teaching-to-the-test’ (TTTT) (Phelps 2011) plays a role in shaping the designed and taught curriculum. The format and nature of testing has consequences for what teachers and students do and don’t do. This impact is known as ‘washback’ (Anderson, 2007, Longo 2010). Ripley (2007, p.10) argues that paper-based exams are a major barrier to curriculum change due to their limited affordances. While TTTT due to pedagogically narrow paper-based testing can limit the curriculum taught in the classroom, TTTT can equally be used to prompt positive reform if the characteristics of the test align with desired curriculum change (Anderson 2007). By designing a technological facility that serves to greatly expand the ‘pedagogical landscape’ in the exam room, we have elsewhere argued (Fluck & Hillier 2014, 2016) that such innovative, technology enhanced forms of high stakes assessment have the potential to ‘unblock’ and encourage curriculum transformation through a form positive of washback. In other words by expanding the ‘pedagogical landscape’ in the exam room through the provision of additional technological affordances the formative and summative parts of the course could be bought into better alignment with each other and the needs to contemporary twenty first century education and society.

If this paper were taken alone it may appear that the choice of deployment approach and the reasons of dropping computers into the exam room may at first seem cobbled together. The contrary is the case. We have argued over the past couple of years a rationale for using a ‘whole computer’ approach in the exam room (Hillier & Fluck 2013, Fluck & Hillier 2014). A sophisticated e-exam platform needs to offer contemporary text processing (such as office suites), rich media, discipline relevant software applications and interactive virtual environments (Llamas-Nistal, Fernandez-Iglesias, Gonzalez-Tato, & Mikic-Fonte, 2013). The direction the authors foresee exams taking in the next few years is outlined by Hillier and Fluck (2015) and we note that there is considerable progress being made in other countries such as Finland (Tamm, Lattu & Lavonen, 2016) where fully computerised and open internet exams are underway and in Iceland with home grown solutions (Alfredsson, 2014). We have also reported preliminary
findings of the student experience of using the e-Exam system in Australian university courses (Hillier 2015).

Taking multiple perspectives on our e-Exam solution

The approach to this paper is to describe how the system works from the point of view of IT and to a lesser extent, Me and Us, in that order. This triad fits well with Harold Linstone’s ideas around looking at complex systems from the multiple perspectives in the technical, organisational and personal (Linstone 1999). Linstone’s framework builds on the common approach where an analyst looks at a situation from a technological perspective, or what Peter Checkland (1999) would call the traditional ‘hard systems’ approach. This builds up a description where technology artefacts and engineering thinking come to the fore. Both Checkland (ibid) and Linstone separately acknowledge that there needs to be more to the vision than just the technical view. They advocate taking into consideration the organisational groups and people who work and jostle in the operation of a complex system. Courtney (2001) would describe such situations as ‘messy’, while Rittel and Webber (1973) use the term ‘wicked problem’. The e-Exam system project can certainly be described as such with indications of this complexity presented early in the project in Hillier (2013). However, by taking the three elements of IT, Us and Me into consideration, a richer description of the complex system can be presented. Notably, it can be difficult to disentangle the multiple views once they have been obtained due to the ‘cross-cuing’ (Linstone 2003) that occurs in between them.

IT (technology view)

The technology used as the basis of the system is intended to provide flexibility, openness and compatibility with a range of other technologies commonly found in the hands of students and in universities. The provision of equipment for student examinations at a large scale is potentially a challenge for universities. Institutions currently run exams during defined periods each year with highly intensive but short periods of utilisation meaning that computer equipment purchased for use in exams would likely be idle for the majority of each year. The use of BYO laptops that students already own is a solution to this provision. However this then raises the matter of how to provide an equivalent and secure software environment for each exam candidate. The solution selected was to utilise Linux Live USB sticks that have been customised for exam use. This provides a whole operating system and suite of software applications that can run on the majority of laptops owned by students providing a consistent and controlled software environment. The customisation serves to improve security, usability and robustness of the software tool set. The use of bootable USBs also allows the personal property of students to be temporarily ‘taken over’ for use in an exam in a way that leaves the device completely untouched. There are no invasive ‘lock down’ root kits or browsers required that is typical of other solutions in the market place. Therefore the solution provides a more ethical approach to ‘borrowing’ a student’s personal device for university business.

The process of running an e-Exam is outlined in Figure 1. It involves preparing exam materials and USB sticks containing a customised Linux operating system. In the exam room students boot their laptop using the live Linux USB stick. Following the exam, responses are retrieved, collated and sent to academics for marking. Figure 1: e-exam workflow using offline BYOD and bootable USBs

The e-Exam USB based system is made up of several elements. The Ubuntu Linux operating system forms the base with several customisations. The live bootable system comprises number of subcomponents. Some of the customisations made to create a student e-Exam USB system are listed in table 1. Details of an administrative helper tool are provided in table 2. The student portion of the e-exam system is able to run on very minimal computer hardware as low as 2GB of RAM, although 4GB is recommended. The Admin tool has higher requirements with 8GB as the recommended minimum. In both cases a computer with a 64bit processor and standard USB type A ports are needed (USB-C adapters can be used on compatible laptops). A large USB hub is also recommended, 19 port or 49 port hubs are available.

In considering the development of e-exam technology the roles and capabilities of the individuals who will be using the technology tools must be within scope of the design effort. Similarly the processes used to run large-scale examinations vary between institutions. Therefore for an e-exam approach to work within the ‘real world’ of an institution, the ‘Us’ and ‘Me’ elements of the broader ‘assessment system’ must be taken into consideration. The individual element in adopting e-exams covered next.
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Table 1: Bootable student e-Exam system components and customisations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Customisation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>USB storage device.</td>
<td>Each USB device is partitioned into four ‘drives’ and made ‘bootable’.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commodity USB sticks.</td>
<td>Note: USB-C adapters can be used.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grub boot manager.</td>
<td>Customised to remove maintenance access options and to skip menu selection (the menu doesn’t appear as it would for a standard live USB system). The EFI 64bit loader is secure boot compatible and supplemented by a 32bit loader for older EFI machines (but is not ‘secure boot’ compliant). Booting via legacy BIOS is also possible on older computers but they must have a 64bit processor as of e-Exam v6.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An initialisation system hands over to Ubuntu proper.</td>
<td>Remove access to maintenance options and ‘root’ user set with strong hashed password that would otherwise give the user admin access to what is a micro Linux system early in the boot sequence. A custom e-Exam boot logo added.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ubuntu live Linux operating system (currently 16.04).</td>
<td>Removed user access to ‘system’, ‘db’ drives, local hard drive and secondary storage. Read-only access to ‘eexam’ drive. Removed root access as were Terminal applications and short cut access to the command line. A custom shut down routine added to facilitate ‘self-cleaning/reset’ during training scenarios. Depending on the system configuration; removal of networking and/or spell check files. Additional features include: start up checks, logging of hardware specifications, re-direction of system logs to writable storage, detection of high definition screens, extra response file backup and recovery, optional user monitoring (screen capture, web cam capture), the ability to disable network, Bluetooth, IR, virtual terminal switching, prevention of running in a virtual machine, whitelist IP space for online mode.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Bootable e-Exam Admin tool customisations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Customisation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>USB storage device.</td>
<td>Each USB device is partitioned into two partitions (‘drives’) and made ‘bootable’.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commodity USB sticks.</td>
<td>1. ‘user’, a read/write space for storing a created/imported disk image and/or exam files/responses in case local hard drive access is not possible.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ubuntu live Linux operating system.</td>
<td>Removal of standard buttons on side bar and auto update, adding button for the admin tool and redirection of log file(s) to writable storage.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e-Exam Admin tool and scripts.</td>
<td>Provides a single graphical interface tool to create disk images from USBs, write disk images to batches of USBs, create/edit local configuration files, deploy exam materials to batches of USBs, retrieve exam responses from batches of USBs, clean/delete data from batches of USBs.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Me (personal view)
The roles of individuals in the workflow of examinations vary between institutions but in the main multiple people that must work together for things to work smoothly. Each will bring with them abilities and skills in relation to
assessment and technology. Their ability to adopt a new paradigm of authentic e-exams will depend on their capacity to learn, access to professional development, technology support and so on. In larger institutions there will likely be several departments responsible for the smooth operation of the exam. When adding the complexity of information technology to the mix of already time pressured, high stakes assessment events the criticality of collaboration is heightened. By comparing typical workflows encountered in paper-based exams to those that will be required for a computerised exam we can begin to appreciate the touch points and required skill sets of each member of an e-exams team. In smaller organisations or during early e-exam trials a single technically literate individual may be responsible for the whole workflow in their unit/course, however it has been often that case that an academic may be assisted by technical support staff or an e-learning designer. Table 3 compares the typical stages of a paper based and potential e-exam workflows.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Paper exam</th>
<th>e-Exam</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Curriculum planning done with exams increasingly thought of as ‘separate’ from the richer learning and assessment that happens during the semester. The ‘teaching to the test’ effect can also limit the curriculum during the semester.</td>
<td>Planning the exam as part of the overall curriculum design with the expectation that e-tools of the trade can be used to construct responses. This has a two fold benefit. First, that in-class learning can be designed with the expectation that the exam is not a roadblock to innovation. Second, the exam itself can better match in-class learning. The e-Exam system greatly expands the ‘pedagogical landscape’ of assessment, but benefits accrued will depend on task design taking advantage of the affordances of available ‘e-tools of the trade’.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exam questions prepared by academic – typically using a word processor. The questions/tasks are increasingly only found in exams, given the inherent limitations of pen-on-paper and the ever-expanding use of ICT in other areas of assessment in-class and as unsupervised projects.</td>
<td>Exam questions and activities prepared by academic – the most basic using a word processor. Much richer possibilities exist to design software enhanced tasks, multimedia integration, simulations, sophisticated multi-element constructed tasks using e-tools of the trade. A range of computer marked questions are possible. Tasks used in-class can be modified and deployed in exams or complementary tasks developed creating greater integration between assessment ‘for’ and ‘of’ learning. Example items can be made available to academics to facilitate design. E-Learning designer assistance may be needed for more advanced task development.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Roles: Comparing paper and e-exam workflows

| Quality control within academic departments in the first instance. Variation of rigor and methods used between departments, individuals and universities via printed copies, local network drives or emailed documents. | An e-exam offers the possibility for a structured online peer review process (e.g. as used for modern journal paper reviews). Depending of the nature of questions/tasks, drawing from a pool of proven good items may be possible. New items can be peer reviewed and need to be trialled ‘live’ in the e-exam system prior to being approved for production. |
| Exam sent to central exams office for production. Final error checking (page numbers, obvious typos). A number of content errors still reach the exam room that are difficult to amend after the fact. Exams sent for printing. | Exams transferred to production (potentially via the secure review system server). Exam items, resources and e-tools are loaded onto a master USB for final checks. Duplication to USBs (or transfer to online system if applicable) occurs by exams office or IT support staff. |
| Student preparation involves practicing the increasingly uncommon task of marathon handwriting and locating analogous exam questions. | Student preparation for an e-exam adds the need to be familiar with the software environment and to ensure that their laptop is compatible. Once a laptop is certified as compatible it should not need to be recertified (because core hardware rarely changes). |
| Doing the exam. The ‘Exams office’ arranges venues, timetables and often staffs the venues including training exam invigilators. The ‘Property and facilities’ department may be involved in venue set-up, furniture storage/transport. In the case of new buildings the use for exams is often an after thought. | The set up of exam venues needs to include power supply for BYO laptops. In regular exam halls each second walk-way is set aside as a ‘power isle’. This helps ensure OH&S while maintaining circulation. Invigilator training should incorporate basic IT literacy, basic troubleshooting relevant to the e-exam system and determined ‘change over’ triggers. Level 1 (basic) IT support staff may need to be onsite for the “boot up” phase and to a lesser extent for close down. A minimal IT presence is all that is normally required during the exam itself. New buildings should include more power sockets in teaching and informal learning spaces as BYOD is increasingly relied upon for all hours of the learning day. |
| Post exam, the exams officers collect, collate, process and courier back to academic departments the boxes of exam scripts. This can take several days with risk of paper loss. Academics collect boxes of paper and sort them for marking. | E-Exam USB sticks a re collected and plugged into a large hub. A software tool is used to retrieve responses in a matter of seconds from each batch of USBs. Files can be sent electronically to academics for marking. This can occur in as little as 15 minutes following collection of USBs. An online version of an e-exam would provide instant delivery. |
Us (organisational view)
Adoption of new technology is a change process. In organisations, change takes time and learning on the part of individuals and organisations to occur (Kenny 2006). Jumping in at the deep end may be good of innovation in small bites, but rarely does this scale across an institution without immense resources, focus and planning on the part of the receiving organisation. The constraints on complex project management (Atkinson, 1999) paraphrased as “Good, quick, cheap – pick two” apply. Instead a stepwise approach to adoption along a path from ‘now to the future’ (Hillier & Fluck 2015) is recommended. This gives time for the multitude of interconnected organisational systems and processes to adjust to the change and is much less resource intensive. The system development process also takes time to occur and given the scale of the development team a gradual phased development program is required. Having both constraints of receiving organisations and the development team in mind a phased development and adoption strategy has been developed (See figure 2). In the case of organisations adopting the e-Exam system, the rate of progress along the stages depends on how quickly they are able to build capacity in the design and deployment of e-exams. The complex machinery of educational institutions includes strategies, policy, professional development, technology systems, educational practices and traditions. How quickly stakeholders and systems can adjust to facilitate the change will impact progress along the timeline. To assist in this area a loose community of practice (Wenger, 1998) is building around the project with shared network drive (AARNET Cloudstor), a website, user guides, and workshops run for project participants.

**Figure 2: Roadmap to adopting e-exam system features**

There are risks associated with the change and the rate of change. For example, if stakeholders are not adequately resourced and trained then they may resort to coping strategies such as using lower order multiple-choice questions. Similarly if the adoption process takes too long then changes in the broader technology environment may overtake the selected tool set. Utilising an open architecture for the e-exam system and ensuring it is kept up-to-date by drawing on the resources of other open source work will mean that changes such as the move from USB-A to USB-C will not derail the adoption program.

**Conclusion**

This paper has briefly overviewed the technical (IT) solution developed for a BYO laptop based e-Exam system. While the primary aim of the system was to develop a tool for authentic assessment, matters of scalability and fit within existing university exams processes (Us) and the roles and place of individuals (Mes) were considered in its development.
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